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at the time of the writing of this statement the metastock access online form is undergoing an
update that has caused a few customers to lose access to their reports. unfortunately this may cause
a delay in any reports that are submitted via that form. the update of the form should be in full swing
later today. using metastock's unique 'pivot table' functionality, an analyst's pivot table can be split
up into 3 separate pivot tables:the first pivot table contains the chart(s) for the current stock, the
second pivot table contains the chart(s) for the stock's industry average, and the third pivot table
contains the chart(s) for the stock's recent trend. the shutdown of the web feed for datalink is only
temporary, and will be replaced with real reuters data as soon as possible. until that time, users will
be unable to access or manipulate reuters datalink data in metastock. as reuters data is based on
the same data as the previous version, reuters users will be able to continue to work with their data.
algorithmic traders arent the types of traders who would buy and sell securities directly, a brokerage
firm said in its first earnings report from its new "automated" trading platform, reuters reported. the
first report from the new platform was published on thursday after a five-day trial, according to the
firm, which would not name the institution. the latest iteration of trading software from metastock,
formerly called metatrader, was unveiled in september, though the data feed used to create charts
within the app was released on wednesday. the mt5 data feed allows users to get all their financial
data from online services like reuters at the click of a button.
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this article will focus on listing types and tax rates in listing statements and establishing the impact
on tax rates in your listings. by outlining and explaining the mechanics of listing tax provisions,

understanding their impact on financial reporting is much easier. the phrase "due diligence" refers to
a process of assessing entities, business combinations, investments, complex arrangements or

project situations that can have a substantial adverse impact on the financial position or result in
material matters not being disclosed. this week, we asked members of our team to look back and try

to explain what it was like to launch abcs first trading platform back in 1999. here, greg describes
how the development of the platform was a long and winding process. our last post explained the

need for people to have more than one contact number for a company and a backup number in case
of emergency. we also showed that it is possible to have multiple different contacts at a single

company. we explain here why it is important to have a business card for each contact number.
another post will look at how to combine two or more companies with similar operations. in this post,

greg reviews the popular public exchange model, in which the shareholders of one company allow
another company to use its shares as its own. this model is widely applied by technology firms which
are seeking a new round of financing. if you created a new stock before you added that stock to the
indicators, the indicator-created price series will not include the value of the former price and the
indicator will be a little off base, since the indicator had to guess at the former price. 5ec8ef588b
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